Directions for Imperial Research Hub for Dementia Prevention,
Address: Stadium House
68 Wood Lane, London, W12 7RH
Tel: 020 7594 5208

Travelling by Underground
The nearest tube stations to Stadium House are:

- **White City** (2 minute walk) Central line
- **Wood Lane** (5 minute walk) Hammersmith & City and Circle lines.
- **Shepherd’s Bush** (20 minute walk) Central and Overground lines.

Travelling from **Wood Lane station**: Turn right out of the station and keeping walking along this road (Wood Lane, A129) in that direction (north). It takes approximately 5 minutes to walk to Stadium House – you will pass White City tube station along the way.
Travelling from White City station: Turn right out of the station and keep walking along Wood Lane – it is roughly a 2-3 minute walk to Stadium House.

Keep walking up the same side of the road, crossing Depot Road at the traffic lights.

The Main Entrance of the Imperial Research Hub is the third door down of the building after you cross Depot Road. Press the buzzer on the left of the door to request the receptionist to unlock the door. Pull the door when you hear the buzzer. When inside the building, turn left for the reception.
Travelling by bus:

Buses that run nearby are the 72, 95, 220, 272 and 283.

Bus stop N (Westway) and bus stops WE and WA (White City Station) are the closest bus stops to Stadium House.